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Abstract: Electrical cross coupling is regarded as a major obstacle to achieving high-
performance miniature fiber-optic gyroscopes (FOGs), because it can cause dead bands, 
which are critical errors in FOGs. Using a differential photodiode amplifier has proven to be 
effective in rejecting coupled interference. However, the conventional three-op-amp 
instrumentation amplifier cannot provide a miniature FOG’s bandwidth requirements, 
because of the large photodiode capacitance and parasitic capacitance. We present a high-
performance, fully differential photodiode amplifier, where the bandwidth limitations are 
removed by applying a reverse bias to the photodiode and replacing the feedback resistor with 
a modified tee-network and a DC cancellation loop. For an experimental FOG with a 300 m 
fiber coil, we demonstrate a fully differential photodiode amplifier with 880 kΩ gain and 3.5 
MHz bandwidth. In the FOG performance test, it not only reduces the angular random walk 
and bias drift, but also eliminates the approximately 1°/h dead band observed in the same 
FOG using a PINFET receiver, demonstrating its effectiveness in suppressing coupled 
interference. 

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 

1. Introduction 
Fiber-optic gyroscopes (FOGs) of various grades have been used in several inertial rotation-
sensing applications [1–3]. Currently, efforts are underway to achieve a high-performance 
FOG in a miniature design [3,4]. However, cross-coupling interference is one of the major 
obstacles to reaching this goal. In a closed-loop FOG, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1, 
the electrical cross coupling between the modulation voltage and photodiode output current 
can cause a dead band, a range of rates where the FOG cannot sense, which degrades the 
FOG performance [5–10]. The modulation voltage is generally within the range of a few 
volts, while the primary photocurrent is typically few tens of microamperes [1]. With such 
high levels of amplitude differences on a common circuit board, it is impractical to remove 
the cross-coupling interference by isolation, shielding, or filtering, especially on a compact 
circuit board in a miniature FOG [11]. Two widely used modulation techniques, random 
modulation and dithering technique, have been proposed to suppress the dead band due to 
cross-coupling, but at the expense of increased random noise and reduced dynamic range [5]. 
On the other hand, increasing the common-mode rejection of the photodiode amplifier seems 
a more practical method because it can suppress not only the cross-coupling interference from 
the modulation voltage, but also any other common-mode interference or noise that may 
deteriorate the FOG performance. In addition, it can be used in combination with other 
modulation technique to provide a further suppression of the cross-coupling interference. 

A typical photodiode amplifier consists of a photodiode that converts optical signal into 
current signal and an amplifier stage that converts current signal into voltage signal. The 
choice of photodiode is relatively straightforward, as it only depends on the wavelength and 
optical power used. For FOGs, semiconductor PIN photodiodes are ideal because of their 
very high quantum efficiency and the most commonly used materials are Si (for 850 nm) and 
InGaAs (for 1300 and 1550 nm) [1]. It is generally the amplifier stage that determines the 
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performance of a photodiode amplifier, including the noise, bandwidth, gain, and immunity to 
electromagnetic interference. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of a closed-loop fiber optic gyroscope (FOG) showing the electrical cross-
coupling path from the modulation voltage to the photodiode current. The FOG consists of a 
Sagnac interferometer (including a light source, coupler, phase modulator, and fiber coil) and 
electronic components (including a photodiode, preamplifier, analog/digital converter, logic 
processor, digital/analog converter, and buffer amplifier) mounted on a common circuit board. 

Currently, technical literature on photodiode amplifier designs for FOGs is rather scarce. 
Much of the related studies address one of the two distinct domains: low-frequency (usually 
below 100 kHz) sensing applications requiring high sensitivity and low noise, or high-speed 
telecommunications receivers requiring wide bandwidths (usually in excess of 100 MHz) 
[12–14]. The FOG application typically lies between these two frequency extremes. As 
illustrated in Fig. 2, the current delivered by the photodiode consists of an AC signal carrying 
useful rotation rate information RϕΔ , an unwanted DC signal 0 2I , and undesirable current 

spikes generated periodically during each transition of phase modulation mϕ± . The amplitude 

of the AC signal corresponding to a rotation rate is usually very small (typically, 1 pA for an 
angular rate of l°/h); therefore, a low-noise, high-gain photodiode amplifier is necessary to 
maintain the FOG performance [1,15]. The frequency of the AC signal corresponding to the 
modulation frequency is strictly related to the length of the fiber, and typically ranges from 
100 kHz (for 1000 m of fiber) to 1 MHz (for 100 m of fiber). To avoid the AC signal 
distortion due to saturation, clipping, or energy spread of the spikes, the gain of the 
photodiode amplifier must be chosen appropriately and the bandwidth of the photodiode 
amplifier must be sufficiently higher than the modulation frequency [15–17]. A rule of thumb 
is to provide a photodiode amplifier with a bandwidth that is an order of magnitude larger 
than the modulation frequency, i.e., ranging from 1 MHz to 10 MHz for FOG application 
[15]. At present, the most common type of photodiode amplifier used in FOGs is a PINFET 
hybrid receiver designed for telecommunications, which provides the required wide 
bandwidth, high gain, and low noise [1,18]. Other types of photodiode receivers have also 
been proposed, which mainly focus on intrinsic noise reduction and bandwidth improvement 
[15]. However, none of these designs focus on the rejection of coupled interference (from 
either the modulation voltage or the external electromagnetic signals), which may contribute 
more errors to a FOG than the intrinsic noise [12,19]. 
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Fig. 2. Photodiode response to the applied phase modulation ± φm when the FOG is at rest or is 
subjected to rotation. ΔφR denotes the Sagnac phase caused by the rotation rate. 

Using a differential photodiode amplifier has been proved to be an effective method to 
reject common-mode interfering signals [12]. The three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier 
topology (shown in Fig. 3(b)) and its simpler version (shown in Fig. 3(a)) are two of the 
available solutions for the differential configuration [20,21]. Although the simpler topology 
requires fewer components, the instrumentation amplifier topology is commonly preferred 
because it overcomes the bandwidth limitations of the simpler topology caused by the 
common-mode capacitance at the amplifier inputs. However, it still fails to meet the 
bandwidth requirements of a miniature FOG. The main limitations to the bandwidth of the 
instrumentation amplifier arise from the large photodiode capacitance at the amplifier 
inverting input and the parasitic capacitance across the large feedback resistor, as discussed in 
Section 2. Operating the photodiode in the photoconductive mode (with a reverse bias) can 
reduce the photodiode capacitance and using a resistive tee-network can reduce the effect of 
parasitic capacitance. However, they cannot be used simultaneously in the instrumentation 
amplifier, because an unacceptably large DC offset voltage will be produced at the circuit 
output, leading to output saturation in most cases. 

 

Fig. 3. Conventional differential photodiode amplifiers: (a) simpler topology, (b) three-op-amp 
instrumentation amplifier. Both of them are subjected to a common-mode interfering signal ee 
and produce two equal noise currents ine that are then cancelled out by a differential amplifier. 

To address this problem, this paper introduces an offset cancellation loop to the 
instrumentation amplifier, which consists of an integrator circuit intended to sense the DC 
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output offset and a modified tee-network intended to remove this offset automatically. In 
addition, the third amplifier of the three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier is replaced with a 
fully differential amplifier, offering the advantages of differential output, good common-
mode rejection, and easy driving of the subsequent differential-input analog/digital converter 
(ADC). The choice of each component value is also studied in this paper to optimize the gain, 
bandwidth, and noise performance. Finally, a fully differential photodiode amplifier with a 
gain of 880 kΩ and bandwidth of 3.5 MHz is demonstrated for a 300 m FOG. To the best of 
our knowledge, this is the first fully differential photodiode amplifier suited for FOGs, which 
provides the required wide bandwidth, high gain, and low noise. The most important 
advantage is that it exhibits good rejection of coupled interference, resulting in a significant 
improvement in the FOG performance. The experimental results show that the fully 
differential photodiode amplifier improves the angle random walk (ARW) from 0.015 to 

0.014 h° , reduces the bias drift from 0.12 to 0.03°/h, and eliminates the approximately 

1°/h dead band. 
The next section starts with description of the bandwidth limitations of the three-op-amp 

instrumentation amplifier. The proposed solution to these limitations, i.e., a modified 
differential photodiode amplifier with DC cancellation loop, is described in Section 3, along 
with its design details and noise performance analysis. Section 4 describes the experimental 
results with a prototype designed for a 300 m FOG, and Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2. Bandwidth limitations of the three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier 

2.1 Bandwidth limitation due to photodiode capacitance 

The three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier can be easily understood by considering it as a 
pair of classic transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) followed by a differential amplifier [12]. It 
has an almost similar performance as the classic TIA, except for its doubled transimpedance 
gain. Figure 4(a) shows the circuit model for bandwidth analysis [21,22]. In this model, the 
photodiode acts as a current source iP with a junction capacitance CD and shunt resistance RSH. 
RSH is generally ignored because its high value has little effect on the circuit. On the contrary, 
CD has profound performance effects on the stability, bandwidth, and noise. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Circuit model and (b) noise-gain plot of a classic transimpedance amplifier (TIA) 
for the bandwidth analysis of the three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier. 

As illustrated in the Bode plot of Fig. 4(b), CD, along with the amplifier’s differential-
mode input capacitance Cid and common-mode input capacitance Cicm, produces a response 
zero in the reciprocal of the feedback factor 1 β  (or the noise gain) at the frequency of 

1 2z f if R Cπ= , where i D id icmC C C C= + +  denotes the total input capacitance. If left 
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uncompensated, the 1 β  curve will rise and intercept the amplifier open-loop gain OLA  at the 

frequency of i z cf f f=  (shown by the dashed line), where cf  is the unity-gain bandwidth 

frequency of the amplifier. The rate of closure between the two curves is 40 dB/decade, 
corresponding to 180° of phase shift, which can cause instability and oscillations. Adding a 
phase-compensation capacitor Cf across the feedback resistor Rf can stabilize the circuit by 
introducing a pole at 1 2p f ff R Cπ= , which levels the noise gain at 1 i fC C+ . Note that pf  

is also the signal bandwidth, which must satisfy the condition p if f≤ . Therefore, for a given 

gain, the best bandwidth is fi, which can be obtained when the capacitor 
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Further improvement of the signal bandwidth needs further reduction in Cf. There are two 
ways to achieve this: by decreasing Ci or by increasing fc. Increasing fc is beneficial for the 
bandwidth, but it also increases the output noise. In contrast, decreasing Ci is beneficial for 
both the bandwidth and noise because it moves the response zero fz to a higher frequency and 
lowers the noise-gain plateau. This can be achieved by selecting an amplifier with low input 
capacitances and reverse biasing the photodiode to reduce the junction capacitance CD. As the 
total input capacitance Ci is always dominated by the photodiode capacitance CD, reverse 
biasing the photodiode is a simple but effective way to improve the bandwidth, and thus is 
widely used in high-speed applications [23]. 

2.2 Bandwidth limitation due to parasitic capacitance 

Even if all the above-mentioned methods were adopted, the signal bandwidth may still be 
poor because the high value of Rf reduces the value of Cf to such a low level that the parasitic 
capacitances significantly alter the desired bandwidth [24]. For example, for a desired 
bandwidth of approximately 5 MHz with a feedback resistor of 100 kΩ, a feedback capacitor 
of 0.3 pF is required. However, the parasitic capacitance across the feedback path will 
probably be in the order of 1 pF to 2 pF, limiting the bandwidth to approximately 1 MHz. A 
resistive tee-network can overcome such a problem by introducing a voltage divider of R1/R2 
to the feedback loop, as illustrated in Fig. 5 [21]. For an equivalent gain, the value of the 
feedback resistor can be decreased by a factor of 1 + R1/R2, i.e., 1 2(1 )feq fTR R R R≈ +  (for 

1fTR R>> ). Thus, for an equivalent bandwidth, the value of Cf can be increased by the same 

factor, reducing its sensitivity to parasitic capacitances. In addition, the parasitic capacitance 
across the feedback path is also reduced because of the added physical spacing of the tee-
network with three resistors instead of one. 

 

Fig. 5. Tee-network intended to reduce the effect of parasitic capacitances. The bias voltage VB 
at the non-inverting input is also amplified by the tee-network to produce a large output offset. 

However, the tee-network also amplifies the bias voltage VB at the non-inverting input by 
the same factor, to produce a large output offset voltage, 1 2(1 ) BR R V+ . Therefore, when 
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combining the tee-network with an instrumentation amplifier operated in the photoconductive 
mode (whose reverse bias can only be applied at the non-inverting input), the DC offset 
voltage at the circuit output will be increased to an unacceptably high value, leading to output 
saturation in most cases. 

3. Modified differential photodiode amplifier with DC cancellation loop 
3.1 Circuit analysis 

To address the saturation problem, we modified the tee-network and introduced a DC 
cancellation loop to the three-op-amp differential amplifier. As illustrated in the modified 
TIA in Fig. 6, the third node of the tee-network was connected to a DC voltage VT rather than 
to the ground. This DC voltage VT also produced a large output offset voltage that could be 
used to counteract the output offset caused by the bias voltage VB. This effect can be 
described as 

 1 2 1 2 1 2

DC offset

(1 ) (1 ) ( ) .O P fT B Te i R R R R R V R R V= + + + −  (2) 

Cf is neglected here and in the following DC offset analyses. As can be seen, the DC offset 
can be eliminated if 2 1(1 )T BV R R V= + . While adding a corresponding DC voltage is a 

solution, using an integrator circuit to sense the total output offset and using its output to 
supply VT is a better approach. Therefore, the modified tee-network and integrator circuit 
comprised an offset-reduction feedback loop that automatically compensated for the DC 
output offset. In the steady state, the voltage VT was maintained at a fixed value, which could 
just counteract the DC component in the circuit output. 

 

Fig. 6. Basic structure of the modified TIA with a DC cancellation loop. 

To achieve negative feedback, the sign of VT (output of the integrator circuit) should be 
the same as that of the output offset (input of the integrator circuit); therefore, a Deboo 
integrator (within the dashed box in Fig. 6) was adopted here to achieve non-inverting 
integration [25]. Its transfer function is given by 
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which is the same as that of the popular Miller integrator, except for the opposite sign. 
Substituting it into Eq. (2) yields: 
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where 1 2A R R= . Further, the output of the modified TIA is expressed as 
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 (1 )( ) .O P fT B

RCs
e A i R V

A RCs
= + +

+
 (5) 

Compared to the output of the tee-network expressed in Fig. 5, the offset-reduction loop 
added an element with high-pass transfer characteristics to Eq. (5), thereby eliminating the 
low-frequency components of the output. This offset-reduction loop behaved like an attached 
AC-coupling capacitor, with the difference that it removed the DC output offset in the input 
stage. A particular advantage of this approach was that the gain limit imposed by the 
unwanted DC current generated in the photodiode was removed, indicating that the maximum 
transimpedance gain could be doubled to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [26]. 

The complete circuit schematic of the modified differential amplifier is shown in Fig. 7. 
One slight modification to the Deboo integrator is the shifting of half of the capacitance 2C to 
the negative feedback path, without changing the transfer function, which can reduce the 
noise contribution of the integrator, as described below. Another modification to the three-op-
amp instrumentation amplifier is the replacement of the differential-to-single-ended amplifier 
with a fully differential amplifier, which offers the advantages of differential output, better 
common-mode rejection, and easy driving of the subsequent differential input ADC. To 
further improve the common-mode rejection, the differential signal path should be matched 
tightly. In addition to the careful circuit layout, the values of the resistors and capacitors 
should be chosen carefully to obtain small component tolerance and avoid parasitic effects. 

 

Fig. 7. Complete circuit schematic of the proposed fully differential photodiode amplifier, 
consisting of two matching modified TIAs shown in Fig. 6 and a fully differential amplifier 
A5. 

3.2 Signal bandwidth and gain 

The complete transfer function of the differential amplifier including Cf can be obtained by 
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giving a band-pass response with a zero at the origin and two real poles at 1 fT fR C−  and 

A RC− . Accordingly, the lower and upper −3 dB cut-off frequencies are given by 

2Lf A RCπ=  and 1 2H fT ff R Cπ= , respectively. The signal bandwidth is described as 

H Lf f−  and should be centered at the modulation frequency fmod. The overall gain in the 

passband is the product of the first- and second-stage gains, 2(1 ) fTA R+  and 4 3R R . To 

improve the SNR, it is desirable to maximize the first-stage gain, without risking saturation or 
clipping. 

A number of design compromises must be made when determining the signal bandwidth 
and gain. As stated above, the frequency spectrum of the photocurrent signal is quite broad; 
therefore, both fL and fH must be sufficiently far apart from fmod to avoid signal distortion. In 
general, satisfying the condition mod10 0.1L Hf f f≤ ≤  is sufficient. fL can be lowered in a 

straight-forward manner by choosing a large value for the RC time constant. However, this 
will cause the feedback loop to take a long time to settle to the final state and worsen the 
matching condition between the differential signal paths. Similarly, the values of RfT and Cf 
should be chosen carefully to acquire a high transimpedance gain, high value of fH, and good 
matching condition. Owing to the amplifying factor of (1 + A) provided by the tee-network, 
an intermediate value of RfT (typically tens of kilo-ohms) would be a good compromise 
solution. The value of Cf should be as small as possible to enlarge fH, but not smaller than the 
value in Eq. (1) to ensure circuit stability. 

In our design of the differential photodiode amplifier for a nominal 300 m FOG, 
corresponding to a modulation frequency of approximately fmod = 333 kHz, the required signal 
bandwidth was approximately between fL = 30 kHz and fH = 3 MHz, with a target first-stage 
transimpedance of approximately 400 kΩ (determined by the light source selected). 
According to the datasheet of the chosen PIN photodiode, the junction capacitance CD was 
typically 7 pF and approximately 2 pF for 5 V reverse bias, which was the case in our design 
(i.e., VB = 2.5 V). The input-stage amplifiers selected, A1 and A2, were a pair of FET input op-
amps ADA4817, providing low input capacitance (Cid = 0.1 pF and Cicm = 1.3 pF typically), 

wide unity-gain bandwidth (fc ≥ 410 MHz), and ultralow noise (4 nV Hz , 2.5 fA Hz ). 

In this case, it was safe to assume that the total input capacitance Ci = 4 pF. For a given gain, 
2(1 + A)RfT ≈400 kΩ, the trade-offs among bandwidth, stability, noise gain, and matching 
condition determined the value of each resistor of the tee-network to be RfT = 20 kΩ, R1 = 100 
Ω, and R2 = 10 Ω. According to Eq. (1), the minimum value of Cf required to stabilize the 
circuit was 0.3 pF. On the other hand, the maximum value of Cf required to meet the 
bandwidth requirement was 2.6 pF. Considering the potential parasitic capacitance across 
each resistor, it was safe to use a phase-compensation capacitor of Cf = 1 pF. The integrator 
circuits were built with a dual op-amp AD8066, resistors of R = 10 kΩ, and capacitors of C = 
0.1 µF, resulting in an ideal bandwidth from fL ≈1.6 kHz to fH ≈8 MHz. The fully differential 
amplifier circuit was built with AD8139, R3 = 510 Ω, and R4 = 1 kΩ, providing a second-
stage gain of 2. All these op-amps were powered by ± 5 V supplies. When driving a 
differential-input ADC, the VOCM pin of AD8139 should be supplied by the voltage reference 
pin of the ADC. In addition, an anti-aliasing filter should be added in front of the ADC to 
attenuate high-frequency noise. According to these parameters, the transfer function of the 
differential amplifier was simulated using SPICE, and further compared with that of the three-
op-amp instrumentation amplifier, as shown in Fig. 8. The simulation parameters were listed 
and both of the feedback capacitors Cf were set to 1 pF, because the parasitic capacitance 
across the feedback path is generally in the order of 1 pF to 2 pF. For a given transimpedance 
gain of 118 dBΩ (880 kΩ), the bandwidth of the three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier was 
limited to 740 kHz, whereas the differential amplifier’s bandwidth was improved to 8 MHz. 
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Fig. 8. SPICE simulated transfer functions of the fully differential photodiode amplifier and 
three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier, along with the simulation parameters used. 

3.3 Noise performance 

Although coupled interference can always dominate the output noise in practice, the circuit’s 
inherent noise needs to be analyzed for a generalized application environment. There are five 
primary sources of noise in any photodiode amplifier system: shot noise, photodiode Johnson 
noise, amplifier current noise, feedback Johnson noise, and amplifier voltage noise [12,21]. 
The first two terms are related to the photodiode and both will be amplified by the signal gain 
along with the useful current signal. For this reason, shot noise and photodiode Johnson noise 
are not considered in the noise analysis of the proposed photodiode amplifier, in this paper. 
To simplify the analysis, the approach used in the three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier can 
be followed [21]. The noise effect of the second stage (including the fully differential 
amplifier A5 and resistors R3 and R4) is negligible, because it enters the signal path after the 
high gain provided by the first stage. The noise analysis of the first stage is simplified by 
splitting it into two matching halves, i.e., two identical circuits as shown in Fig. 6, and 

introducing a 2  multiplier and the second-stage gain 4 3R R  to the noise effect of either 

half to achieve the final result. The noise equivalent model with all noise sources is shown in 
Fig. 9(a), where a voltage noise generator enINT represents the noise effect of the integrator 
circuit. 

 

Fig. 9. (a) Noise equivalent model for the modified TIA in Fig. 6, where enINT denotes the noise 
effect of the Deboo integrator; (b) noise equivalent model for the Deboo integrator. 
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The amplifier current noise ini1 represents the shot noise of the input bias current of the 
amplifier and can be neglected here because of the use of the low-bias-current FET input 

amplifier ADA4817. The Johnson noise of a resistor R has a spectral density of 4nRe kTR= , 

where k = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature in 
Kelvin. Unlike the classic TIA, whose feedback Johnson noise appears directly at the output, 
each resistor of the tee-network contributes an amplified Johnson noise to the output: 

(1 ) 4 fTA kTR+  for RfT, 24A kTR  for R2, and 14kTR  for R1. The first term may dominate 

the total output noise because of the added gain (1 + A), whereas the latter two terms can be 
neglected because of their small resistance values compared to RfT. The integrator’s noise 
enINT, in the same path as R2, will be transferred to the output with the same amplification A. If 
left unfiltered, enINT will contribute significant noise as well. 

The noise equivalent model for the Deboo integrator can be simplified to a simple non-
inverting amplifier, as shown in Fig. 9(b), because the large capacitor C at the non-inverting 
input will bypass most of the noise to the ground, including the Johnson noise of the two 
resistors R and the noise contained in the input signal (i.e., the output signal eO of amplifier 
A1). The amplifier current noise ini3 can also be neglected because of the use of the FET input 
amplifier AD8066. However, without the feedback capacitor C, the Johnson noise of the two 
resistors at the inverting input will appear directly at the output enINT, the amplifier voltage 
noise eni3 will be transferred to the output enINT with the circuit’s noise gain, 1 + R/R = 2, and 
both of these will contribute to the total output noise with amplification A. This problem can 
be solved by adding a large feedback capacitor C, which significantly reduces the noise 
bandwidth and makes enINT negligible. It is to be noted that while the added feedback 
capacitor will alter the transfer function of the Deboo integrator, taking half of the 
capacitance at the non-inverting input as the feedback capacitor (see Figs. 6 and 7) will keep 
it unchanged. 

Referring back to Fig. 9(a), the amplifier voltage noise eni1 makes the most complex and 
often the most significant contribution to the total output noise, as a result of the noise gain 
peaking (as illustrated in Fig. 4) caused by the input capacitance Ci. The noise gain of the tee-
network in Fig. 9(a) can be expressed as [21]: 

 neT

1 ( )
(1 ) .

1
fT i f

fT f

R C C s
A A

R C s

+ +
≈ +

+
 (7) 

Compared to the noise-gain curve of the classic TIA in Fig. 4, the tee-network adds an 
amplifying factor of (1 + A) to the noise-gain expression. However, for an equivalent signal 
gain and bandwidth, this amplifying factor may be ineffective at some frequencies. This 
inference is confirmed by the SPICE simulated noise-gain curves in Fig. 10(a), in which the 
parameters used in the simulations are listed. As the values of RfT and Ci are decreased and the 
value of Cf is increased in the modified TIA, the response zero 1 2 ( )fT i fR C Cπ +  moves to a 

higher frequency (from ~100 kHz to ~1 MHz) and the gain plateau 1 i fC C+  is reduced to a 

lower level (from 82 to 38), resulting in greatly reduced noise gain at higher frequencies 
(above 1 MHz). In addition, the integrator circuit introduces a response pole at ~1.6 kHz, 
lowering the noise gain at the lower frequencies as well. The amplified noise gain lies only in 
the small frequency range from ~100 Hz to ~1 MHz, which contributes negligible noise to the 

output because of the amplifier’s low voltage noise (which is typically 4 nV Hz ) and 

relatively small noise gain of 11. 
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Fig. 10. SPICE simulated (a) noise gains and (b) output noise densities of the classic TIA in 
Fig. 4(a) and the modified TIA in Fig. 6. The simulation parameters are listed in Fig. 10(a). 

The output noise densities created by the above noise contributors were simulated using 
the same SPICE models and parameters, with the contribution of the feedback Johnson noise 
presented separately, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Note that the simulated result of the modified 
TIA is related to the first-stage output eOP in Fig. 7, for comparison with the classic TIA, and 
the approximate noise density of the differential output ,O dmV  can be obtained by multiplying 

this simulated result by 2 2 . For both circuits, the high noises at low frequencies were 
derived from the 1/f noise (or flicker noise) of each amplifier [21]. The modified TIA, despite 
its lower noise gain at low frequencies, presented a higher 1/f noise, which was probably 
caused by the 1/f noise contribution from the integrator circuit. Except for the 1/f noise 
region, the noise density curve of each circuit was generally consistent with each noise gain, 
as shown in Fig. 10(a). For the frequencies ranging from approximately 3 kHz to 3 MHz, the 

output noise of the modified TIA remained nearly constant at ~220 nV Hz  and was 

obviously dominated by the Johnson noise of RfT that was ~200 nV Hz  (calculated from 

(1 ) 4 fTA kTR+ ). It then increased to 258 nV Hz  as a result of the noise gain peaking. In 

comparison, the output noise of the classic TIA remained nearly constant at ~60 nV Hz  in 

the frequency range from approximately 1 kHz to 500 kHz, where the dominant noise source 

was the Johnson noise of Rf that was ~57 nV Hz  (calculated from 4 fkTR ). It then 

increased sharply to 328 nV Hz , exceeding the one in the modified TIA. That is, compared 

to a classic TIA, the modified TIA increased the feedback Johnson noise, which was the 
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Fig. 12. Time-domain response of the modified circuit to a square wave with an amplitude of 
800 mV. The rise time is 97.5 ns, indicating a bandwidth of ~3.5 MHz. 

Measuring the circuit’s inherent noise was somewhat complicated, because the noise 
spectrum was always dominated by extrinsic noises, such as, the power-line pickup, 
monitoring noise, and switching power supply noise. Therefore, the circuit’s susceptibility to 
coupled interference was examined instead. A sinusoidal 10 mV signal at 300 kHz (near the 
modulation frequency of the FOG) was applied to both the terminals of the photodiode via 
two coupling capacitors of 10 pF, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The spectra of the single-ended 
output (at the port eOP in Fig. 7) and differential output (at the port VOP in Fig. 7) were 
measured using a spectrum analyzer and are compared in Fig. 13. 

The differential output showed good common-mode rejection of the coupled input, with 
19 dB improvement (from −17.36 to −36.20 dBm) on the suppression of the 300 kHz 
interference. In addition, all other spectral peaks, probably caused by external electromagnetic 
signals, and the noise floor were reduced by ~10 dBm. It is worth noting that the noise floor 
demonstrated a slightly positive slope within the 3 MHz bandwidth, confirming the noise gain 
peaking that was predicted in Fig. 10(b), and it was further enhanced by the two coupling 
capacitors. 

 

Fig. 13. Measured frequency spectra of the single-ended output port eOP in Fig. 7 and the 
differential output port VOP in Fig. 7. 
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4.2 FOG performance test 

To verify this circuit’s feasibility, the performance of the 300 m FOG using this circuit was 
tested, in terms of the ARW, bias drift, and dead band. For comparison, the performance of 
the same FOG using a PINFET receiver (rather than the classic TIA whose bandwidth is 
insufficient), with nearly the same signal gain and bandwidth as the differential circuit, was 
also tested. 

The ARW defines the FOG’s bias white noise and the bias drift represents the low-
frequency variations of the FOG’s output data. Both of them were evaluated by the Allan 
variance analysis of the FOG’s stationary outputs. Figure 14 shows the Allan deviation of 
one-second bias data collected over five hours. The 300 m FOG using the differential circuit 

demonstrated an ARW of 0.014 h°  (or noise of 0.824 ( h ) Hz° ), which was slightly 

better than the ARW of 0.015 h°  (or noise of 0.909 ( h ) Hz° ) in the PINFET receiver 

case, and a bias drift of 0.03°/h, which was much better than the bias drift of 0.12°/h in the 
PINFET receiver case. It is reasonable to attribute this improvement in ARW and bias drift 
performance to the improved rejection of the coupled interference that has dominated the 
circuit’s output noise. The significantly reduced bias drift can also be attributed to the greatly 
reduced low-frequency interference. A clearer demonstration of this performance 
improvement is shown in Fig. 15, where the bias data of five hours were averaged over 100 s 
to reduce the data variations to a level where the lower frequency bias-drift characteristics 
could be observed. There was a slow but large fluctuation in the bias data of the FOG using 
the PINFET receiver, leading to a large bias variation of 0.84°/h and hence a large bias drift. 
In comparison, there was no evidence of low-frequency data fluctuation in the differential 
circuit case, resulting in a reduced bias variation of 0.49°/h and hence a reduced bias drift. 

 

Fig. 14. Measured Allan deviation of a 300 m FOG using a PINFET receiver or the proposed 
fully differential photodiode amplifier. 
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Fig. 15. Averaged bias data of the FOG using (a) the PINFET receiver or (b) the proposed 
fully differential photodiode amplifier. 

A major concern related to the coupled interference is the dead band caused by the cross-
coupling interference from the modulation voltage, which is examined in this section. The 
dead band was tested by mounting the FOG on a turntable with its sensitive axis pointing 
toward the east and rotating the turntable at a very low speed of 0.001°/s (corresponding to a 
rate step of 0.0002°/h for each second). Ultimately, the FOG scanned through a small fraction 
of the earth rate that ranged from approximately −2°/h to 2°/h. The measured data were 
averaged over 100 s to reduce the noise (resulting in the input rate resolution of 0.02°/h) and 
then plotted in terms of the input rate, as shown in Fig. 16. Even though the detected rate of 
the FOG using the PINFET receiver fluctuated widely around the ideal rate because of its 
poor noise performance, there was a distinct dead band of approximately 1.0°/h in the plot. In 
contrast, the differential circuit not only offered a more accurate detected rate, but also 
eliminated the dead band (or at least reduced it below the noise floor), proving its effective 
rejection of the cross-coupling interference. 

 

Fig. 16. Dead band measurement result of the FOG using (a) the PINFET receiver or (b) the 
proposed fully differential photodiode amplifier. 
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5. Conclusions 
To suppress the effect of coupled interference in an FOG, we proposed a fully differential 
photodiode amplifier based on a three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier. Three major 
modifications were introduced to the instrumentation amplifier to improve its bandwidth: (1) 
a reverse bias was applied at two terminals of the photodiode to reduce the photodiode 
capacitance; (2) a tee-network was introduced to the feedback path to reduce the parasitic 
capacitance; and (3) a DC offset serve loop was introduced to eliminate the large DC offset 
caused by the bias voltage and tee-network. The intrinsic noise performance of the differential 
photodiode amplifier was analyzed and simulated, and it was observed that the tee-network 

reduced the SNR by a ratio of 1 A+  within the bandwidth of interest, where A was the 
amplification ratio of the tee-network. However, it has little effect on the FOG performance 
because the output noise is dominated by the photon shot noise and coupled interference. In 
an experimental FOG with a 300 m fiber coil, we demonstrated the fully differential 
photodiode amplifier with a gain of 880 kΩ and bandwidth of 3.5 MHz. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first fully differential photodiode amplifier suited for FOGs, which 
provides not only the required wide bandwidth, high gain, and low noise but also good 
rejection of coupled interference. In the circuit performance test, the differential circuit 
exhibited 19 dB improvement in suppression of the applied common-mode interference, over 
the single-ended circuit, as well as improved noise performance. In the FOG performance 

test, the differential circuit not only improved the ARW from 0.015 to 0.014 h°  and the 

bias drift from 0.12 to 0.03°/h (by greatly reducing the low-frequency interference) but also 
eliminated the approximately 1°/h dead band observed in the FOG using a PINFET receiver. 
These experimental results proved that using the proposed differential photodiode amplifier 
was an efficient solution for suppressing the coupled interference and an appealing way to 
improve the FOG performance. 

In future work, compact design of the fully differential photodiode amplifier should be 
developed to improve the feasibility of miniature FOGs. Adding an electromagnetic shielding 
is beneficial for further improvement in the rejection of interfering signals. It is worth noting 
that the fully differential photodiode amplifier can be employed in other high-sensitivity 
photocurrent-sensing applications, such as, optical tomography and optical biosensor by 
properly adjusting the bandwidth and gain [12,13]. The method of using the modified tee-
network and integrator circuit to eliminate the DC offset can be useful in other similar 
applications that need DC offset cancellation, such as, laser radar [26]. 
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